Chronology

Key Historical Terms
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Cause
Event
Consequence
Source
Primary Source
Secondary Source/
interpretation
Fact
Opinion
Biased
Objective
Compare
Change
Continuity
Useful
Reliable

The order in which things happened, starting with the earliest first.
500BC

250BC

BC

456

958

1066

AD

1359

1616

1900

2000

2016

HEADS

TAILS

Century

One hundred years

A.D.

Anno Domini, these Latin words
mean
after Christ

Periods

Separate division of time

Decade

Every ten years

B.C.

Before Christ

Millenniu
m

One thousand years

Here is an example of an inference.
Q) What can you infer from this image about medieval England?
I can infer that medieval England was
cruel.
I know this because one man is being
severely punished by having his arms
stretched backwards above his head.

Inference – coming to a conclusion based on the evidence you have.
Primary source – first-hand information. E.G. diary entries, speeches, autobiographies, birth certificates, objects.
Secondary source/interpretation – something written about a primary source. E.G. Films, history books, biographies, teachers, websites
Describe – detailed paragraph about an aspect of.

All sources are

important to
Historians. As Historians we use
the method of NOP.

Example
Nature – Photograph
Origin – 1941

Nature – what is it? E.G.
photograph, DVD, Diary entry

Purpose – To give an impression of our
Prime minister during the difficult war
years.

Origin – When was it made? Who
did it? Who published it?
Purpose – What is the point of it?
To educate, to entertain, personal
use, emotional use

A photograph taken of
Winston Churchill in 1941
during the war years.

Tollund Man

The German tribes hang traitors
from trees and drown cowards in
fens under piles of sticks.

Where – peat bog in Denmark 1950
Possible cause of death – sarcifice

These items were found around the Tollund
Man’s neck. The items are a rope noose and
an iron neck ring. Iron Age people buried
neck rings with their dead as an offering to
the Spring Goddess.
The German tribes worshiped
the Goddess of Spring. Every
Spring a cart carries a statue
of the Goddess in a
procession.
Afterwards the cart and
statues were washed by
slaves, and then the slaves
were sacrificed.

Revision:

Useful websites to research about the Tollund man
https://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Tollund_Man

➢ Historical skills (NOP, Inference, key
features, usefulness)
➢ Tollund Man
➢ Medieval life

http://www.museumsilkeborg.dk/?AreaID=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k395TQqKq-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdV9rlzLUoQ

Top tips.
Read the questions carefully!

Answer all questions asked!

Do not panic!

Have faith in yourself!

